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Abstract 

The objective of the research is to develop novel tools for engineering of Product Service Systems around products, which possess cyber physical 
features. The products with cyber physical features, such as vehicles, machines, home appliances, offer large spectrum of opportunities to provide 
new services around such products. The analysis of the state of the art indicate that engineering tools to support effective engineering of services 
around such products, are still missing. Two new engineering tools directly supporting development of the product service systems are developed 
a tool for selection /definition of sensors and intelligent features at the products for building services and tools for embedding context sensitivity 
into products and services. The research is driven by industrial application scenarios addressing different aspects of product-services systems as 
well as products development in different sectors (automotive, home appliances, automation equipment etc.). In this paper the focus is on an 
application scenario in automation equipment industry. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Many products in the modern manufacturing industry [1] 
include cyber-physical features (CPF), such as various sensory 
systems and various intelligent features (see e.g. [2]). These 
features allow for extending of the products with different 
innovative, personalized and context sensitive product and 
customer support services. Such Product Extension Services 
(PES) are needed in wide range of applications: e.g. services 
around cars and other vehicles, services to support users of 
machines in the maintenance activities, condition based 
maintenance of household appliances etc. 

The research presented in this paper intends to support the 
manufacturing companies to enter in a continuous process of 
upgrading their products along their life cycle under the frame 
of adding cyber-physical features and establishing/further 
enhancing Product Service System (PSS) model. Many (if not 
all) services to extend products can be effectively facilitated by 
ICT solutions (SW services) what is a key approach applied 
within the research presented. There are very few engineering 

tools supporting development of PSS around the products with 
cyber physical features [3]. There is no tool to support 
engineers to select/define CPF needed for various services. As 
the services most often have to be applied for various target 
customers’ groups, the services made based on such CPF have 
to be adaptable to specific users’ needs and context under 
which they are using the product/service, i.e. they need to be 
context sensitive. The objective is to develop new engineering 
tools to support effective collaborative development of PSS, 
and specifically PES around the products with CPF. The paper 
focuses upon two tools which are most relevant for 
development of PES around such type of products: support 
selection/definition of CPF at the products for extending these 
products with innovative services, and tool and so-called core 
services (see Section 3) to allow for context sensitivity of PES.  
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2. Related Work 

2.1. Cyber Physical Systems 

In [4] cyber-physical systems (CPS) are defined as ‘[…] 
integrations of computation and physical processes. […]’. 
Research on CPS can be understood as a compound of various 
disciplines, such as computer science, software engineering 
systems with mechanical and electrical embedded systems. A 
CPS represents for example the idea of combining real-world 
objects and processes (physical world) with information 
processing objects and processes (virtual world) linked 
together through open, partly global and anytime 
interconnected information networks like the internet or 
networking with each other. One example of a typical CPS is 
an intelligent manufacturing line, where the work of a machine 
is supported by the communication with its depending 
components.  

Through the coupling of virtual and physical systems, 
several advantages against conventional computational or 
embedded systems arise. All kinds of software and hardware 
systems can be interconnected arbitrarily; on the other hand, 
the connections of each other’s systems can be changed, 
deleted or newly built up on the fly. Furthermore, all accessible 
data, information and services can be deployed and utilized at 
any time anywhere in the system. In this way, a series of novel 
functionalities, properties and services become possible, i.e. 
CPS grasp their distributed environment by interacting 
multimodal with the end-user and by adapting their behavior to 
the current situation. Thus, cyber-physical systems’ services 
are independent from location, adapted to current systems 
requirements, partly autonomously, multifunctional and 
multimodal, networked and distributed along their application 
area [5], [6]. Using CPS as a powerful source of information to 
build PES and identify the context under which PSS are used 
is still not investigated. 

2.2. Context Awareness and Context modelling for PES 

Context Awareness is a concept propagated in the domains 
of ambience intelligence and ubiquitous computing. Existing 
research on context can be classified in two categories: context-
based, proactive delivery of knowledge, and the capture & 
utilization of contextual knowledge. In the case of embedded 
services, the notion of context refers to process preferences of 
products and process skills of devices, physical capabilities of 
the equipment and environment conditions. The modelling of 
context in this case presents an additional challenge, as the 
mentioned services are highly dynamic and reside in 
distributed environments [7]. Application of context awareness 
PES has not yet been sufficiently researched.  

2.3. Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) 

Service-orientation is still one of the most promising 
architectural designs for rapid integration of data and business 
processes. Backed by a matured and universally accepted set of 
interoperability standards (e.g. HTTP, JSON, XML, SOAP, 
UDDI, WSDL, WS-* standards) for building, describing, 

cataloguing and managing reusable services, service 
orientation is the foundational architecture for today’s mash-
ups, software as a service and cloud computing. These 
standards give service oriented architectures a distinct 
advantage over other architectural styles, since it makes 
interoperability one of its intrinsic characteristics, which eases 
the integrations of heterogeneous systems and provides a major 
enhancement in business agility. Although a significant share 
of the research in SOA focused on modelling and supporting 
inter enterprise relationships, there is a favorable convergence 
of factors that are rendering it attractive in the establishment of 
automated networks of devices. The objective is to obtain a 
universal, comprehensive information layer. In fact, there is a 
strategic demand for SOA systems capable of realizing the 
vision of 'any content, anytime, anywhere, any platform' [8]. 

3. Proposed Concept 

The work presented in this paper is a part of wider research 
[9] which strategic objective is to provide a novel methodology 
and a comprehensive ICT solution for collaborative design of 
product-services and production processes, using CPF, lean 
and eco-design principles, and applying Life Cycle Assessment 
techniques, allowing for effective extensions of products of 
manufacturers in different sectors (automotive, home 
appliances, automation equipment, etc.) and for enhancement 
of the products-services and their production processes in the 
direction of eco-innovation. 

The overall framework aims to support development of PES 
by enabling dynamic composition of core services and 
application specific services adaptable to the different products 
in order to compose innovative PES solutions.  

The overall Reference architecture is shown in Figure 1. It 
includes two basic platforms, following SOA paradigm: 
Platform for collaborative PES development and PES 
deployment platform. 

Fig. 1: Architecture of Meta Product & Process Development Platform and 
PES Deployment Platform 

Focusing on the overall architecture at Figure 1, the 
platforms include set of engineering tools such as Simulation 
Tool, Eco-innovation Tool using LCA techniques, Service 
Composition Engineering Tool, Tool for selection/definition of 
CPF, Context Modelling, Security etc., and set of so-called 
Core services (generic services which can be re-used for 
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several PES in combination with application specific services), 
such as Context Monitoring / Extraction, Knowledge 
Provision, CPF Based Monitoring services etc.  

In order to conceptualize a possible generic sequence in the 
use of the engineering tools depictured in Figure 1, the next 
figure shows the connection between the activities in the 
Generic Workflow and these engineering tools (see Fig. 2). As 
explained above the paper focuses upon the two most important 
methods/tools to support engineering of PSS using products 
with cyber physical features. 

Fig. 2: Generic Workflow and leveraged Engineering Tools 

4. Tool for CPF selection/definition 

The approach proposed is to apply CPF as powerful source 
of information needed for PES to: realize its key functionality, 
identify context of product-service use or to identify context 
under which the product is produced or used – needed to 
“personalize” product-services, identify environmental impact 
aspects, provide data for various data mining analysis such as 
identify usage patterns, environmental impact patterns etc. to 
be used for improved product/PES design and marketing.  

The method for selection/definition of CPF supports users 
(see further) to select CPF which should allow/support the 
implementation of various PES and/or enhancement of the 
product itself (e.g. select CPF which allow building of PES for 
effective diagnostics of possible problems in product use). The 
tool specifically supports user in selection of information for 
PES from CPF which are available at the product and/or 
processes where it is manufactured or where it is used: 
selection/definition of CPF which may be added to the product 
(and process) to meet the need of PES specification of 
processing of information from CPF for PES, i.e. definition of 
(low level) processing of data obtained from CPF (e.g., 
grouping, histograms, data binning correlating of signals etc.). 

Fig. 3: Tool for CPF selection/definition 

The tool is applied primarily in the software/system design 
phase of the PES development, i.e. specifically the phase Data 
capture/ methods/CPF selection (see Figure 2). However, it can 
also be applied in the PES orchestration/configuration and 
deployment phase of the Product/PES development. The 
method for CPF data processing (implemented by the core 

service) is part of PES. The tool can be also applied in 
Feasibility analysis phase (e.g., Idea Creation phase) to check 
if all data (CPF/sensors) needed for PES are available or have 
to be added (see Figure 3). 

In the case that CPF are available at the product and 
processes and the number of the available CPF is relatively 
limited, the selection often is not a complex task. The user has 
to observe the list of available CPF at the product and select 
which one fit with her/his concept of PES. (S)he normally 
needs to get: (1) Information which can be obtained from CPF 
embedded in the product and the environment in which they are 
manufactured/used, and which can be applied to build different 
functionality of PES. (2) Information which can be obtained 
from CPF to observe different environmental impacts of the 
products (e.g. energy use, material use, pollution etc.), (3) 
Information which can be obtained from CPF and other sensors 
embedded in the product and the environment in which they are 
used, and which can be applied to extract context under which 
the product is used and which can be applied to achieve context 
sensitivity of PES (relation to the ontological context model). 
(4) Information on which (low-level) processing of data from 
CPF (e.g., histogram, grouping of signals etc.) is (already) 
available. (5) Information on the format and the sampling 
interval of the collected data. However, if a number CPF at the 
product is high (e.g. more than 50-100) the selection of CPF for 
PES can be complex and tedious. In that case the method 
should support the user by proposing her/him the most 
appropriate CPF for the foreseen PES.  

The approach proposed is to match PES requirements on 
information needed and information provided by CPF by 
applying the concept of so-called CPF and PES features. The 
assumption is that by this, the number of possible relations 
between CPF and PES can be reduced and therefore easier 
maintained. 

This approach allows for simplification of selection of the 
CPF for a specific PES. On the top of that, based on the 
selection of CPF for previously developed PES, and based on 
the similarity between the features of new PES and pervious 
ones, the tool may suggest to the developer which additional 
CPF may be appropriate to be added to the product. 

In order to efficiently build PES, the information obtained 
from CPF has to be processed. A systematic acquisition of data 
from different sources has to be provided in order to combine 
and transform the data into a form suitable for PES. Therefore, 
so called core services are built to provide processing of data 
obtained from CPF. CPF data are collected and transformed 
into knowledge, in the following steps:  

(a) The CPF data collected are first filtered, so that irrelevant 
or redundant information can be discarded. This functionality 
uses information from the repositories to determine the 
appropriate filters to be used, according to the purpose. This 
means it has to be defined which accuracy of information is 
needed, which frequency in collecting data is needed etc. For 
example, if the frequency of provision of data is much higher 
than needed, the filter will discard redundant information. In 
opposite case, it can interpolate values as needed.  

(b) The CPF filtered data are then be processed, enabling a 
structured representation which enable its adequate and 
efficient reuse. Structuring the information, which includes 
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combining and associating information, is generating 
knowledge. Again, this functionality uses knowledge stored in 
the repository to determine the adequate structure to be used 
for each information set. This means that the CPF data could 
be correlated with the time stamp if needed, or combined with 
other CPF data. The data combination may use configurable 
rules for the data combination. 

The selection and gathering of information from configured 
CPF data sources manage which data will be monitored and 
how (e.g. Events based, Time stamp based, Frequency based, 
(Pre-)Aggregations, Time Frame and Granularity based). 

5. Tool for context modelling and context extraction  

The objective is to investigate how context sensitivity can 
be used to achieve a high adaptability of products and PES. The 
idea is make PES context sensitive. The key assumption is that 
the proposed context sensitive solution can be easily adjusted 
to allow for adaptation of wide scopes of products and PES.  

The context sensitivity allows for observation of changes in 
circumstances in which a product/PES is used, which in turn 
allows for a dynamic adaptation of the product/PES to these 
varying conditions. Context sensitivity is useful for 
products/PES used in dynamically changing conditions and 
various users (i.e. there is no sense to apply context sensitivity 
if PES are used under static conditions and/or the users have 
same needs). 

The assumption is that “normal/nominal” PES must operate 
without context sensitivity. Context sensitivity “only” 
improves the PES performance by better adapting it to 
dynamically changing situation/user current needs. Therefore, 
the context sensitivity is “only” add-on to PES but not basic 
functionality of the products/PES. Product/PES must have 
‘nominal situation’ under which it operates without context 
sensitivity. For example, PES must be good for 
“normal/nominal” user of a refrigerator without special needs; 
context sensitivity ’adopts’ a service for “non-normal” user. 

Dey [10] defines context as "any information that can be 
used to characterize the situation of an entity." In the adopted 
approach, context is any set of information that can be used to 
characterize the situation of the product or PES use (e.g. the 
situation in which a car or a refrigerator is used). 

Fig. 4: Tool for Context Modelling 

The basic approach in context sensitivity is to define context 
model which ‘describes’ the possible situations under the 
product or PES are used. Based on the information acquired 
from the product, user and processes in which the product/PES 

are used, the context sensitive PES can identify situation under 
which the product/PES is currently used and based on this 
adapt the PES outputs to better fit the current situation/user 
needs.  

The tool and the corresponding core services support user 
(product or PES designer) to define/select/configure context 
model which can be used within PES to make it context 
sensitive, as well as to identify (extract) in real time the context 
under which the product/PES are used (see Figure 4). 

The method (and the supporting tool) for context modelling 
is applied primarily in the conceptual design phase of the PES 
development (see Figure 2). However, it can also be applied in 
the configuration and deployment phase of the Product/PES 
development. Once defined/selected and configured the 
context model becomes part of the PES. The tool also supports 
configuration /management of versions of context models for 
specific PES. The core service implements the proposed 
approach for identification (extraction) of current context when 
using PES (see [11, 12]). The objective of the Context 
Monitoring/Extraction Service is to use monitored “raw data” 
provided by sensors and CPF at the products to derive the 
product current contextual situation. These services are 
adjusted/customized/configured for each PES and become part 
of the PES. The proposed approach to achieve context 
sensitivity of PES is summarized in Figure 5. 

Fig. 5: Approach for Context sensitivity of PES  

The approach selected to model context is ontology based. 
Due to their flexibility, expressiveness and extensibility, 
ontologies can be considered as the most suitable candidates 
for context representation. They ensure that different entities 
that use the context data have a common semantic 
understanding of that data. They also come with reasoning 
mechanisms over the available context data, making it possible 
to extract inferred knowledge out of the implicitly stated 
situations. The key task is the definition of a ‘holistic’ and 
dynamic context model and ontologies, taking into account the 
context of products and processes in which the product is used, 
context of the user etc. The ontology based context modelling 
is promising to be applicable to wide scope of PES, asking for 
minimal adjustments developments. 

The context modelling includes identification of the set of 
features that determine the context and, consequently, 
identification of the set of parameters to be monitored 
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depending on the PES to be made. For example, if PES is 
intended to observe/improve energy use of the product (e.g. 
car) then concepts which are of relevance for energy use will 
be included in the context model. This includes a definition of 
the structure of a semantic description of products, and 
qualitative features and defining the relationships between the 
corresponding ontologies. The next step is refining the 
relationship between different ontologies and mapping 
between elements of the Context model and ontologies. 

The method to select concepts includes the following steps:  
1. Define PES  
2. Define which changes in the PES output due to context 

change have sense to be provided by PES. 
3. Define how “worthy” are these adaptation i.e. define 

benefits which can be achieved by provision of such 
adaptation of product/PES. 

4. Define the concepts which really influence the context. 
5. Explore how information on concepts can be obtained: 

a. If these information is available with already 
existing sensors/CPF, explore what will be efforts to 
produce SW service to extract current context;  

b. If these information cannot be obtained based on the 
sensors/CPF available at the product or processes, 
then explore what will be efforts/costs to add such 
sensors at the product/process to extract current 
context;  

c. if the sum of efforts/investments for all information 
needed can be paid back in less than 2 years then it 
has sense to make it. 

6. Case Studies 

The proposed platform and services are currently under 
development and testing. The approach is assessed in different 
business domains in order to validate the results in different 
conditions. The assessment is carried out in several application 
scenarios as described in the following table. 

Table 1: Application Scenarios 

App. 
Scen. 

Main Area  
of Interest 

Servics/aspects to be  
addressed 

#1 Personalized 
support to 
drivers to 
optimize 
energy use 
(classical, 
hybrid and 
electrical 
cars) 

Tools to be used in complex internal supply 
chains to develop personalized PES. Adding 
CPF, context extraction and knowledge 
provision services on product 

• On-line extraction of user context (e.g. 
GPS position, energy consumption 
information, etc.) to improve services  

• Usage of CPF in vehicles to build services 

#2 Services to 
support 
remote 
condition 
based 
maintenance 
of home 
appliances 

Embedded services, adding CPF privacy issues 
related to context extraction;  

• Extract user data from all devices, and 
“understand” customers’ behaviors 
according with the usages.  

• Detect patterns and/or correlation between 
the usage of the home appliance and the 
user distribution.  

• Predict and prevent problems with devices 
according with historical trends and 
devices specifications.  

#3 Services for 
improved 
man machine 
interaction 
and 
maintenance  

Upgrade of machines with CPF technology for 
easier adaptation; context modelling & data 
collection within machines manufacturing 
processes. 

• Extract sensorial information from the 
machine and to select sensors/CPF to be 
used for PES. 

• Provide services for maintenance, e.g. 
schedule maintenance plans, diagnostics, 
collect knowledge from maintenance staff. 

#4 Services for 
remote 
monitoring 
of machines 
and 
improvement 
of product 
design 
process 

• Allow customers to design customized 
parts in a collaborative way in order to 
share key information between them 

• Extract useful information about machine 
use and performance, which can be used 
later on to develop extension services for 
supporting remote diagnosis and 
maintenance of the machine tools  

For example, Case Study #3 (see Table 1 and Figure 6) is an 
ideal example where the presented approach has a huge 
potential. The company is designing and delivering complex 
automated machines / systems for the shoe production 
worldwide and intends to radically improve services around 
their automation systems, aiming at building “CPS based 
machines” and services. These automation systems, implying 
rotary table and injection machines, etc., represent system 
solutions ready for production. The company currently 
provides state-of-the-art machines / services, but the intention 
is within the next 5 years, taking into account new markets 
opportunities, to go beyond the state-of-the-art in industry. 

The company intends to extend the machines with new 
advanced CPF solutions. Focus is on CPF for effective 
interaction between the operator and machines. Typical 
examples of PES which are built using the above described 
tools are: (1) Service Report Management – to get data from 
human operators it is necessary to have a PES which provides 
an interface for the creation of service reports in a structured 
way. (2) Remote Diagnostics – to support Operators in 
maintenances tasks a (remote) diagnostics PES is necessary 
which will identify system weaknesses, system anomalies, 
causes and solutions of (predicted) system anomalies, provide 
intelligent monitoring based on symptoms of a pre-selected 
range of sensor data and which can support the operator in the 
creation of individual maintenance scheduling plan 
optimization. (3) Solution Search Support – to use all the 
amount of past data in a manual way, the solution search 
support PES will support the operator in finding causes and 
solutions of current maintenance problems. Further it will 
simplify the creation of service reports by using contents of 
past reports related to the same problems. These services are to 
be integrated in the machines to provide information from CPF 
needed for e.g. remote diagnostic purposes or to support 
operators in performing specific activities. In order to be 
effective the services are context sensitive, i.e. they include 
above described core services for context monitoring and 
extraction. In this way these services automatically adapt to a 
specific situation under which the machines are operating.  
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Fig. 6: Case study at machine vendor 

For all these services CPF at the machines are identified 
which provide data for the services, as well context model and 
context extraction allowing to adapt PES to the specific user. 
The proposed solutions are currently under development and 
testing. Based on the current testing by the industrial 
companies, the solution will allow for reduction of time and 
efforts needed for development of PES for cyber-physical 
based products by 25-35%, and allow for an increase in number 
of innovative personalized PES by more than 40%. It is 
expected that the proposed solution will contribute to reduction 
of time to market of PSS for products with CPF by at least 10%. 

7. Conclusions  

The main originality of the research presented lies in 
provision of two innovative tools to support engineering of 
PSS. The research addresses two most relevant aspects of PSS 
for products with cyber physical features: selection/definition 
of CPF which are appropriate for the PES to be developed and 
tools allowing for context sensitivity of PES. The proposed 
research provides several innovative solutions: 
• Context sensitivity approach to allow for efficient self-

adaptation of the PES to the individual customers’ needs in 
specific situation (during product/service use). This 
involves innovative context modelling, based upon 
ontological approach, as well as new real-time, dynamic 
context monitoring services providing data needed to extract 
current user context based on CPF at the product.  

• The method/tool for selection/definition of CPF supports 
developers to select CPF for the implementation of various 
PES and/or enhancement of the product itself.  

• New product use monitoring services based on CPF, 
supporting building new products/services based on data 
gathered throughout a product lifecycle (feedback to design) 
providing new insights into product use patterns and product 
environmental impact patterns 

In conclusion, this is one of the first attempts to apply advanced 
CPF and context awareness solutions and paradigms in 
classical manufacturing allowing for building innovative PSS. 
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